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Adaption is key to survival

https://www.flickr.com/photos/robpurdie/5726182197

- Leon C. Megginson
--------------------------------

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Future is Now: How Technology and Innovation are Changing Special Library Roles and ServicesIt is critically important for libraries, information centers, and information professionals to not only be adaptable to change, but lead it.Side note – this quote is often attributed to Darwin but further research confirms that it was Leon Megginson

https://www.flickr.com/photos/robpurdie/5726182197


Predicting the Future is Risky…

https://www.cracked.com/pictofacts-101-26-hilariously-inaccurate-predictions-about-future/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Predicting the future can be a risky business as you can see from past attempts.  I have a book published in 1964 called the “Future of the Research Library” which declares when talking about sharing resources “The delivery truck in metropolitan areas and air mail between cities have so expedited the transmission of materials that little further remains to be accomplished.

https://www.cracked.com/pictofacts-101-26-hilariously-inaccurate-predictions-about-future/


The Solution

“The best way to predict the future is to 
invent it” – Alan Kay (1971)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the uncertainty with predicting the future, I see a lot of clear trends that are happening that are either being adopted in libraries or could be adopted in the near future.Most of the time, adapting to the changing environment and embracing future technology is not a slow, reflective process.  In addition to this quote from Alan Kay which I hold near and dear, I also like what the famous racecar driver Mario Andretti said“If everything seems under control, you’re just not going fast enough”I do want to encourage us though - our history is rich with innovation and adopting new technologiesCitation:https://quoteinvestigator.com/2012/09/27/invent-the-future/



Brief history of innovation in libraries

 Card catalog invented by Harvard College (1861)

 Library of Congress started printing library cards (1902)

 As We May Think by Vannevar Bush published (1945)

 Science Citation Index created (1955/1960)

 Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) founded (1967)

 MARC created by Henriette Avram (1968)

Photo: American Libraries, 1989
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/20

16/01/04/cataloging-evolves/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harvard College moved from catalog books to create the first card catalog systemLibrary of Congress created standards for those cards at the turn of the centuryAs WW2 wound down, Vannevar Bush, the Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development wrote “As We May Think”Challenged the nation’s massive scientific enterprise from war and destruction towards helping mankind, forming the basis of much of our current research enterprise.In 1955, Dr. Eugene Garfield envisioned a system to more easily allow researchers to more easily review negative citations to papers they were reading.  Built on the Shephard’s citation index used in law (and now part of Lexis)Science Citation Index dramatically changed how researchers and information professionals studied literatureGoogle Page Rank algorithm traces its history through SCI and Shephard’sCooperation and information sharing grew with the creation of OCLC in 67 and MARC in 68Citations:Library catalog history (and photo) - https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2016/01/04/cataloging-evolves/As We May Think - https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1945/07/as-we-may-think/303881/Garfield, “Citation Indexes for Science” Science, Vol:122, No:3159, p.108-111, July 15, 1955OCLC history - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OCLC

https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2016/01/04/cataloging-evolves/


Brief history of innovation in libraries

 Dynix online OPAC released (1983)

 NCSA Mosaic browser released (1993)

 NLM’s PubMed launched (1996)

 Elsevier Scopus launched (2004)

 Data.Gov launched (2009)
NCSA Mosaic Browser, beta

https://history-computer.com/Internet/Conquering/Mosaic.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mainframes of the 60’s and 70’s moved into libraries in the early 80’sCommercial release of the Dynix moved OPACs from custom projects of a few to a mass-market tool that grew rapidly, bringing Telnet and terminal access of the library’s holdings to customers and patrons.Building on the growth of the internet, libraries build Gopher and Telnet sites for customers and patrons. Tim Berners Lee – WWW and first web browser released (NeXT)Mosaic released and grew Libraries moved resources and services to the web under Digital Libraries. NLM released their web version of MEDLINE called PubMedElsevier disrupted industry with release of Scopus in 2004Government helped grow open data movement with creation of data.govCitations:Dynix catalog released - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynix_(software)Mosaic history - https://history-computer.com/Internet/Conquering/Mosaic.htmlScopus history - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ScopusPubMed history - https://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/techbull/so06/so06_pm_10.htmlData.gov history - https://www.data.gov/blog/open-data-history

https://history-computer.com/Internet/Conquering/Mosaic.html


Future Trends Already Here

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what technologies should we be looking at now?AI – started in 1950’s but technology not readily available until recently – 3 typesGood Old Fashioned AI like expert systems for things with precise rules like accountingMachine Learning which includes an optimization algorithm to “learn” based upon new dataDeep Learning which are neural networks that often drive advanced image recognition, recommendations, and natural language processing. Smart cars & self driving carsPotential for good and bad - major players have formed the “Partnership on AI” to ensure responsible use with open algorithmsAI @ JP Morgan - Contract Intelligence does document review tasks that used to take legal aides 360,000 hours.  Negative impact on legal aides?  Opportunity for Systematic Review process? Example of Sorting Hat algorithmData - now easily available and will quickly be more important than the journal article created from it.  Companies have been mining purchasing habitsShopper rewards cards - connect purchases – buying trends – recommendationsLibraries can use these tools to help our customers find relevant data and then analyze and visualize it is becoming critical to success.Data mining services in librariesData management plan supportHelp posting datasets in an open repositoryMining genomic data through bioinformatics servicesMining literature and citations through bibliometricsDistributed ledger technology that underpins BlockchainDistributed db that a supply chain can securely track withGrowing interest in librariesInterlibrary loan, scholarly publishing, archiving (SIP)5G networking promises multiple GB speedsWill enable a new wave of uses high resolution wireless surveillanceGame streamingVirtual Reality uses like virtual rehab or consultation in quarantinesEnable self-driving cars and augmented reality enhancements to driving and tours.Citations:Artificial Intelligence (AI, Machine Learning, etc.)https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/14/the-key-definitions-of-artificial-intelligence-ai-that-explain-its-importance/#14f4c9f4f5d8https://skymind.ai/wiki/ai-vs-machine-learning-vs-deep-learningPartnership on AI - https://www.partnershiponai.org/about/COIN and legal aides - https://www.technologyreview.com/s/609556/lawyer-bots-are-shaking-up-jobs/Blockchain and Libraries - https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2019/03/01/library-blockchain-reaction/What is 5G - https://www.pcmag.com/article/345387/what-is-5g

https://fabiusmaximus.com/2017/09/01/films-show-how-ai-will-reshape-the-world/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://needjarvis.tistory.com/24
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
https://www.shadowandy.net/2017/09/my-blockchain-primer.htm/6
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
https://geobrava.wordpress.com/2016/12/15/augmented-and-virtual-reality-headsets-growing-at-108-3/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.prepaidphonenews.com/2018/09/at-reveals-new-cities-to-get-5g-network.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Strategies

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

 Alignment with mission

 Demonstrate value

 Data-centric

 Ease access yet improve security

 Open Access/Science
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Presentation Notes
So, what do we do?Profession - history of adopting tech to improve customer serviceDriven and based upon a solid understanding of our customers and close alignment of the organization’s mission. “just in case” is goneManaging portfolio of products and services – delivering value?Must collect & review data on our services and our customersData driven and evidence based decisionsCarly Fiorina, former head of Hewlett-Packard, said “The goal is to turn data into information, and information into insight.”Our customers or patrons are comparing our services against othersIs it as easy to access our services as it is to access Google accounts? Looking at SAML and RA21-compliant solutions – easy and secureSecurity hardening a reality and includes close partnersOpen AccessMission of scholarly publishing – help researchers stand on shoulders of past discoveriesOpen access must balance that mission with the value that commercial and society publishers provide – standards, quality, industry support and training

https://esqbs.ac.id/dengan-menerapkan-manajemen-yang-baik-kegiatan-berbisnis-teratasi-dengan-mudah/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Information Wants to Be Free

“On the one hand information wants to be expensive, 
because it's so valuable. The right information in 
the right place just changes your life. On the other 
hand, information wants to be free, because the 
cost of getting it out is getting lower and lower all 
the time. So you have these two fighting against 
each other.”

Stewart Brand at the first Hackers' Conference in 1984

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think this quote is still telling and valuable after all of these years, even though it is often mis-quoted.Everyone has heard “information wants to be free” but the broader context also shows the librarian mantra that the right information at the right time is extremely valuable.The tension between Open Access and subscriptions has never been under more pressure, as evidenced by things like the Elsevier discussion with a German consortium and the drama around the illegal SciHub repository.



10

Trust and Loyalty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful change is built on trust and loyalty – from the 2012 SLA Loyalty ProjectEvery product, tribe, group and organization have people that fall into these four levels of loyalty:Antagonists – those who dislike the group but stick around to complain.  Transactional – someone who is purchasing goods and services.  Predisposed - includes a preference and comfort component.Loyal - willing to pay premium, advocates, personal timeRelationships are based upon three components:Sense of Belonging – more than a number, friendshipsSense of Purpose – matters and is making a differenceSense of Trust –that the other will help them and not hurt themHow the NIH Library is moving into the future



NIH Library

The NIH Library is a 
biomedical 
research library that 
supports the staff of 
the National 
Institutes of Health 
and select U.S. 
Department of 
Health and Human 
Services agencies.



Balanced Scorecard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You also need a strategy



Illustration source: https://goleansixsigma.com/what-is-lean-six-sigma/

https://goleansixsigma.com/what-is-lean-six-sigma/


Illustration source: https://goleansixsigma.com/lean-six-sigma-step-by-step/

https://goleansixsigma.com/lean-six-sigma-step-by-step/
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IMPROVE: Document Delivery
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We undertook an effort to optimize our document delivery/ILL service in 2016, instigated by the departure of two key staff.We quickly identified a service that was oversized and also very dated.Service evaluation and restructuring in 2016:Changed from outdated, print-based Relais to ILLiadIdentified and restructured roles and duties of staffFocused on reducing fulfillments from printMoved response time from 3-5 days to 4 hours and saved $100k per year



What we do



Resources

Information Resources

 15,000+ journals
 50+ databases
 120,000+ books and eBooks

Other Resources

 Analysis and management software
 High performance workstations
 Study and collaboration spaces



Training

Core Classes

 Library resources
 Analytical software
 Paper writing

Custom Training

 Tutorials
 Custom classes
 Special events



Services

Major Service Areas

 Discovery
 Analytics
 Communication
 Technology



Discovery Services

Informationists

Literature Searching

Document Delivery Locating and delivering publications not 
available in the NIH Library’s collections

Embedded librarians offering library 
services to specific groups

Expert guidance and assistance in finding 
and retrieving information



Analytical Services

Bioinformatics

Custom Information 
Solutions

Data Services

Bibliometrics Analytics to help understand and evaluate 
publication portfolios

Training and resources for understanding 
the molecular basis of disease

Bringing together technology and 
information science

Understanding and managing data 
throughout the research process



Communication Services

Editing

Translations

Services and tools to prepare staff 
manuscripts for peer review

Written and oral translations of materials 
and notary services



Technology Services

Collaboration Pods

Digital Production 
Studio

3D Printing

Technology Hub Spaces and tools to explore and 
experiment with emerging technologies

Reservable spaces for collaboration or 
software use

Space and tools for creating and 
producing audio and video projects

Tools and equipment for 3D printing



Evolution

Image courtesy SLA
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In closing, I can say without doubt that the world has dramatically changed around us.  The digital library wave of 20 years ago is now history and we’re now in an era of mobile-first, cloud-first, and big data.  John Cotton Data, founder of SLA stated a hundred years ago that special libraries are supposed to adapt to the changing needs of their customers.  What are you doing to adapt to the changing needs of our customers? 
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